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Dear Colleagues,

The 16. National Congress of Anatomy, which is organized
with participation and by the hosting of Turkish Society of
Anatomy and Clinical Anatomy and Department of Anatomy,
Faculty of Medicine, Inonu University and also thanks to your
contributions, will be held in Malatya, Turgut Özal Congress
and Cultures Center between September 11th and 14th, 2014.
As a result of intensive meetings we held as Congress
Organization Board, we tried to arrange the best congress agen-
da for you. In order for our Congress to contribute to fast infor-
mation sharing of today, our organization board has elaborated
that discoursers to be actual and scientific, and be chosen from
the luminary names in the subjects in which developments are
intense. Thanks to our discourser team and our Session Leaders
who are valuable names of Turkey in their fields, we hope that
the meetings will pass in order and at high level. In our
Congress in which the scientific quality will have priority, we
hope that also the social activities towards learning about the
history and culture of Malatya which has a special place in our
hearts as foster land will be as satisfactory as possible. 

Within the congress, in addition to oral presentation and
invited lectures we have scheduled digital poster presentation as
a first in Anatomy Congress history. We hope that these digital
poster presentation in the Congress will be increase for provid-
ing scientific level and ensure the prevention of waste of time and
paper in next congress. By this occasion, I would be a good sci-
entific event for all us.

These congress will also allow us to discuss the place of
anatomy in medical education and provide and import of
cadavers.

I hope you will also find time to visit historical places of
Malatya and around in enjoy our social program consist of
Malatya centrum, Battalgazi, Aslantepe, Darende, Ç›rç›r
Waterfall, Keban Dom and Harput of Elaz›¤.

Sincerely,

Davut Ozbag, PhD
Congress President

Malatya, 2014
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